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by Ryan Manseau
Sports Editor

With the Star Wars community divided into two factions, 
one that loved and one that loathed Star Wars: The Last 
Jedi (TLJ); I take the side of those who loved the ninth 
Star Wars film.

The most common criticism of TLJ is the attitude that 
Luke Skywalker adopted with his old age. While in his youth, 
Skywalker had a constant urge to be in the midst of the fight 
against the empire, Skywalker isolates himself from the action 
in TLJ. Many people think that Luke disappearing from the action 
is not something that Skywalker would have done in the original 
trilogy, however people need to realize that this is not the same 
Skywalker from the original trilogy. Since the sixth film, Return of 
the Jedi, Skywalker has understandably lost his faith in the Jedi Order 
because of Ben Solo’s betrayal. Skywalker’s hesitation to return to the 
battle shows a realistic development in his personality. At this point, 
Skywalker feels like he has indulged himself in a flawed set of beliefs 
ever since he began his Jedi training. Consequently, he feels lost.

H&M receives backlash for recent product release
by Reegan McCluskey
Opinion Editor

Every couple of weeks, brands release new and trendy 
clothing. Since fashion never stays the same from month to 
month, clothing designers find themselves creat-
ing anything they can think of. Through this 
chaos, some mistakes or obliviousness can 
occur. In a recent clothing controversy, 
the company H&M released two partic-
ular items that stirred up attention.

On Jan. 8, H&M launched two 
junior-sized hoodies on its website. 
One hoodie, an orange sweatshirt 
with a tiger on it, said “Official Sur-
vival Expert” and “Junior Tour Guide.” 
Photographers chose a caucasian boy 
to model this specific clothing item. 
The other hoodie is a green sweater shirt 
constructed from the same material; however, 
the green hoodie displayed a completely different phrase. 
Modeled by an African American boy, Liam Mango, the 
hoodie said “Coolest Monkey in the 
Jungle.” When the two boys stood 
side by side in the photo, critics 
began to express their opinions. 

Countless Tweets addressed 
the issue, labeling the hoodies as 
racist and ignorant. One powerful 
response by Wendy Liebmann, the 
chief executive of WSL Strategic 
Retail, a global retail strategy con-
sultancy, stated that ”Sometimes 
this happens — a global company 
is not sensitive to another culture, 
another political commentary... 
This is a consciousness that we should all have at any time 
— not just at these heightened times.” 

H&M was not the only company to receive criticism; 
the mother of Liam, Terry Mango, also received unpleasant 

Apple confirms battery issues 
by Bradley Adams
Public Relations Manager

Apple recently confirmed that it slows the performance 
of iPhones in an attempt to prevent unexpected shutdowns 
since iOS 10.2.1. Like most consumer electronics, Apple 
utilizes lithium-ion batteries with limited 
lifespans to power its iPhones. 

As the battery in your phone ages, 
its capacity to hold a charge slowly 
decreases. Lithium-ion batteries chem-
ically age and can also have increased 
impedance. This factor reduces a battery’s 
ability to send a burst of power when nec-
essary for certain components in an iPhone, 
such as the central processing unit (CPU) 
and graphics processing unit (GPU). As the 
battery ages, it may develop a high imped-
ance, leaving the iPhone unable to power 
up apps quickly. Apple included safeguard 
components in its phones by shutting down the 
device so there’s not a drop in voltage. Since, 
iPhones continued to shut down unexpectedly 
on consumers, Apple recognized that it needed 
to take action.

In an attempt to resolve the problem, Apple quietly 
installed a power management feature to prevent these 
shutdowns starting in iOS 10.2.1. The feature applies to 
the iPhone 6, iPhone 6 Plus, iPhone 6s, iPhone 6s Plus, and 
iPhone SE models running iOS 10.2.1 or any newer software 
released since then.

College Confidential: For the curious and a little crazed, College Confidential 
is a great blog-style website for all things college. The topics are organized by 
threads with titles like “Northwestern Class of 2022 ED Discussion Thread” or 
“Brown interview FAQ and answers;” just search for whatever your heart desires 
and there’s bound to be a couple people already talking about it. I’ve used this 
website to estimate decision release dates when the schools themselves don’t 
provide much information, but everything is hearsay and conjecture. If you go 
diving down the rabbit hole, make sure to take everything with a grain of salt! 
-Jordan Evans, Editor-in-Chief

Master of None: The Netflix original Master of None follows the day-to-day 
life of Dev, portrayed by award-winning actor Aziz Ansari. Ansari, most commonly 
known for his portrayal of Tom Haverford in Parks and Recreation, is also the 
producer of the show. Master of None is based on the real life of Ansari and has a 
very unique plotline, as it mainly follows the most random and miniscule issues in 
Dev’s life. While the show isn’t fueled by suspense or drama, it keeps its audience 
completely engaged by incorporating lots of humor and realistic scenarios into 
the storyline. El Gato recommends Master of None to any binge-watcher who is 
searching for a new comedy that will keep them coming back for more. 
-Ryan Manseau, Sports Editor

Wedding Crashers: The movie Wedding Crashers follows two divorce medi-
tators who exploit weddings in order to engage in romantic escapades. However, 
when one falls for a bridesmaid, they engage in some hilarious misadventures. 
The film delivers superb and comedic performances from both Vince Vaughn and 
Owen Wilson who both exhibit charisma with every line. The mix of raunchiness 
and charm overshadows the somewhat formulaic plot. Filled with genius off-color 
humor, the film also possesses an unforgettable cameo from Will Ferrell. 
-Sam Zukin, National Editor

Black Mirror: Finally, there is a show for those who can sit through season 
after season as well as those who cannot commit to large television series. Black 
Mirror is a Netflix Original suitable for every type of TV watcher. The episodes 
of Black Mirror are all different, often including futuristic technology, uniquely 
developed settings and characters, and brilliantly thought-out themes that leave 
fans breathless. SUGGESTION: Skip or watch through “The National Anthem” 
(Season 1: Episode 1), for many viewers tend to dislike this episode as it does not 
encapsulate the aura of the show. -Erin Grasty, Media Production Editor

The Nightingale: Kristin Hannah’s novel The Nightingale chronicles the events 
of World War II through the eyes of two French sisters. While the eldest, Vianne, 
avoids resistance as a means of protection, her younger sister Isabelle pursues 
rebellion against Nazi forces at all costs. The novel explores themes of xenopho-
bia, sexism, and anti-Semitism through captivating word choice and unexpected 
plot twists. An amalgamation of contemporary messages and historical events, 
The Nightingale details one of the world’s most devastating time periods from 
a refreshing and youthful lens. It’s a must-read for any historical fiction fan or 
reader pursuing something complex yet enchanting. -Eden Gibson, World Editor

Unheard Gems: Looking for some great new music to kick off the new year? 
Up-and-coming music website Unheard Gems is the place to go for some great 
song recommendations, as well as excellent mood-based playlists and interesting 
artist interviews. This website and podcast series focuses on promoting the music 
of people just getting started in the industry in order to expose their audience to 
fresh sounds and help spread the word about new musicians. Though still a fairly 
new name in the world of music journalism, Unheard Gems has already interviewed 
many artists with plans for more in the future. You can follow Unheard Gems on 
Instagram (@unheardgemsmusic) or subscribe to their email list for updates on 
their website (https://www.unheardgems.com/). -Tatum Jenkins, Humor Editor

The main storyline in the film follows a connection between the 
film’s newest characters, Rey and Ben Solo. Rey, who has recently 
discovered she is very strong with the force, attempts to pull Solo to 
the light side. I really enjoyed Solo’s conflict with whether to identify 
with the light or the dark. In the new film and I think that it is very 

interesting to see a new type of villain who isn’t as ruthless as the 
franchise’s most iconic villain, Darth Vader. The film would be utterly 
predictable and unoriginal if they simply created Ben Solo as solely 
an evil brute. Instead, the film dives into the original illegitimate 

conflict that pulled Solo to the dark side and revealed that he 
still cannot forget his past by killing his mother. TLJ explored 
a new plotline by creating a less predictable antagonist, which 
is something the movies have not yet done.

While I know the film was not flawless, I don’t see 
how any legitimate Star Wars fan couldn’t have enjoyed 

the brief return of Yoda’s force ghost. Yoda returns to 
reason with a distraught Luke Skywalker and ends 
up convincing him that he still has a purpose in this 

galaxy, which I found absolutely perfect.

Apple hasn’t specified how much its power management 
feature is slowing down older iPhones, but in extreme cases 
users may notice effects such as longer app launch times 
and lower frame rates while scrolling. The company has 

explained that it is not slowing down the phone 
continuously, just when large spurts of power 
are necessary to ensure smoother transitions 
in graphics and other features.

Unfortunately, Apple now faces more than 
twenty-six lawsuits for “purposefully” or 
“secretly” slowing down older phones. The 
lawsuits include 26 class action complaints 
all from within the US as well as a criminal 
probe from France. Many of the lawsuits 
demand that Apple compensate all iPhone 
users who have experienced slowdowns, 
refund customers who purchased brand-
new iPhones to regain maximum perfor-
mance, offer free battery replacements, 
and add info to iOS explaining how 
replacing iPhone’s battery can prevent 

slowdowns, according to MacRumors.
In response to the many complaints and feedback 

of angry customers, Apple has lowered the price of battery 
replacements from seventy-nine to twenty-nine dollars for 
iPhone 6 and newer until the end of 2018. It has also prom-
ised to release an iOS update in early this year that will give 
people more insight and visibility into the health of their 
iPhones’ battery.
(Sources: MacRumors, CNET)

Another aspect I really enjoy about the film is the development of 
Poe Dameron’s character. Poe starts the film as an unpredictable yet 
extremely talented pilot and finishes as wiser and smarter member of 
the rebellion who may be able to act as a successor to Princess Leia 
and lead the rebellion in the next film.

Although TLJ throws lots of fans off because it is probably the 
most unique and untraditional film in the franchise so far, I enjoyed 
the film’s quirky and absolutely unpredictable plotline and would 
recommend the movie to any fans who have not yet seen it.

messages. Liam was the five-year old model who wore the 
green sweatshirt in the pictures. Mango explained to BBC 
news, “I [am] a sell out to them, I [am] an embarrassment 
to the black and African-American people. I sold my son out 

for money.” Mrs. Mango received negative comments 
when she defended H&M; “I respect others 

opinion on the issue. I know racism exists, 
but does the shirt to me speak racism? No, 

it doesn’t.” Mrs. Mango reacted to the 
riots that occurred at H&M in Johan-
nesburg and later decided to move her  
family to Stockholm, Sweden, for  
security purposes. 

Additionally, multiple celebrities 
chose to stop associating with the com-
pany. Such celebrities include The Weeknd 

and G-Eazy. The Weeknd tweeted to H&M, 
“I’m deeply offended and will not be working 

with @hm anymore.” LeBron James also weighed in 
on the matter; however, he took a unique approach. James 
edited the model’s image and turned him into a “king.” James 

followed up his masterpiece 
with a heart warming Instagram 
post stating “I see a Young 
King!! We as African Ameri-
cans will always have to break 
barriers… but guess what, 
that’s what we love because 
the benefits at the end of the 
road are so beautiful!!” Strong 
support from celebrities and 
other important figures pointed 
out the companies mistakes 
and allowed H&M to accept and 
agree with the responses. H&M 

also hired Global Manager for Employee Relations Annie Wu 
to take on the role as the companies new global leader for 
diversity and inclusiveness.
(Sources: BBC, NBC, Seattle Times, Washington Post) 
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